
At the start of the new year we 

could say that we are witnessing a 

lot of  dramatic changes and inte-

resting developments on the in-

ternational relations level and not 

only. There are many un-settled 

issues of the history that in the 

last years came up to the surface 

and  nowadays continue to trouble  

some parts of the world: border 

disputes, internal organization 

issues, like the authoritarian re-

gimes in some countries  where 

people started to fight for liberty, 

freedom and democracy.  

Unfortunately, in times when de-

mocracy finds new variations of  

definitions, possible new designs, 

the world has lost a great political 

sciences theorist : Robert Dahl, in 

the memory of which I would like 

to have the honor to write few 

lines.  Although we could say 

Robert Dahl  reach the 98 years 

age, it is truly sad that we will not  

receive anymore some of his very 

interesting interpretations and 

definitions especially for what it 

regards democracy, a concept for 

which nowadays we have many 

struggles on all continents: coun-

trie acknowledged as democratic 

still have to solve issues to become a 

consolidated democracy or to avoid 

short fallings of  democracies, and 

they have to fight issues like corrup-

tion or centralization of the power, 

like  it is the case of Romania, or are 

trying to solve issues related to de-

mocratic freedoms, and we had in-

teresting European discussions re-

garding the abortion law, or discus-

sions regarding freedom of belief or 

of speech in countries like Turkey or 

in new democracies like Egypt. 

While in some other parts people 

protest for democratic governments 

and for policies that serve their own 

interest, and some would put in this 

category Ukrainian manifestations  

or the already long-lasting civil war 

in Syria.   

Robert Dahl had an extensive num-

ber of valuable works on democracy 

from which I would recommend the 

reading of :Who Governs? Demo-

cracy and Power in an American 

City, After the Revolution? , Polyar-

chy  and On Democracy.  I would 

end this short editorial with offering 

you some quotes from the opera of 

this great political scientists which 

will serve for ages from now to new 

generations to study the social sci-
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ences, and international relational relations, but 

before I do that I would like to thank to the spe-

cial guest we have invited for an interview regard-

ing the possible influence of the academia, and 

especially of universities, in international rela-

tions, so thank you professor Ioan Horga!  

Most of us readily take things for granted that at 

an earlier time remained to be discovered. 

Ironically, the very fact that democracy has such 

a lengthy history has actually contributed to 

confusion and disagreement, for 'democracy' has 

meant different things to different people at dif-

ferent times and places. 

EDITION GUEST: PHD.UNIV.PROF. IOAN HORGA 
INTERVIEW REGARDING THE ROLE THE UNIVERSITIES CAN 

PLAY IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Within this month issue, Center for European Policy 

Evaluation had the great opportunity and honour to dis-

cuss  with an important academic figure of the Roma-

nian University environment, Phd, Prof. Ioan Horga, 

about the role that the universities can play in interna-

tional relations, especially in improving a country im-

age abroad or in promoting a country interests in the 

international arena. 

 

CEPE: From your experience, what international activi-

ties can be performed by universities? 

Professor Ioan Horga: Beside the traditional mobilities for stu-

dents, professors and other university employees, which contribute 

a lot to the development of inter-human relations, the university environment can constitute a sort of vec-

tor for the international space if there is initiative in this sense and on the other side if there are local, re-

gional or/and national policies that support such developments. From all the possible activities it de-

serves mentioning at this point: cultural, scientific projects, twining projects, like the ones between cities 

and regions, development, research and innovation projects, etc. 

CEPE:  To what extent the international activities of universities, in parallel with the inter-

nal ones, influence Romania’s image abroad? 

Professor Ioan Horga: For each country, the use of academic diplomacy in international arena is very well 

received in any conditions, on the one side because of the “lack of the political and ideological coat”, and 

on the other side, because of the large variety of activities that it can perform and develop. I know coun-

Robert Dahl. Source: http://www.iscsp.utl.pt/
~cepp/americanos_crono.htm 
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tries in our region, where official diplomacy is crossing out in many points and sometimes is even coordi-

nating with the universities diplomacy. I have often met colleagues from other countries, which being in a 

country for seminars, debates, conferences or other academic activities were enjoying of the presence of 

diplomatic official representatives of their countries, which, when their agenda allow it, came to meet their 

university counterparts for an informal meeting or for organising a private program after the respective 

activity. I must confess that in 2006 and 2007 I have participated at two very important conferences in 

France and Sweden, where were invited beside the university representatives from Eastern and Central 

Europe also official representatives from the region’s countries who held very interesting speeches. Unfor-

tunately, in both cases I did not had the pleasure to listen to or meet any diplomat of my country. 

I must state though that I have experienced also some pleasant interferences between the international 

activities of my university with the ones of some Romanian representatives abroad from Italy mostly, 

Rome, Milan, Venice. Surprisingly, I found a large interest in the international activities of my university 

from honorific consuls of Romania in Italy (Trento), Poland (Wroclaw, Katowice). Maybe the development 

of a more consistent network of honorific consuls might be a solution for influencing the Romanian image 

abroad. I have recently attended in Laneville, France,  a scientific manifestation marked by the launching 

of the Institute for European Cultural History, at which were present not less than four honorific consuls 

of some countries from our region, all of them having strong ties with the universities from France and 

from their own countries. 

CEPE:  Do you believe that the activities of the university members could contribute to the 

development of bilateral relations between states or just the strengthening of diplomatic 

ties could lead at an increase of universities cooperation? 

Professor Ioan Horga: The activities of universities members definitely contribute to the development of 

bilateral relations between states and they do it in a substantial way. They are part of the ensemble of    

instruments and means which two states that want to develop good bilateral relations could use. Of course 

the strengthening of diplomatic ties between two states at its turn is smoothing the path towards universi-

ties cooperation. Most of the times, when two states establish diplomatic ties, they design also a set of 

measures regarding the universities involvement. 

CEPE:  Is it possible to provide us with an example in support of your opinion? 

Professor Ioan Horga: At the beginning of 2013 it was held the EU-Latin America Summit. Not many peo-

ple know that this event that was held at Santiago de Chile, was preceded by the academic summit EU-

Latin America. And few people know that before having an institutionalization of the political summit, 

university representatives from EU and Latin America held work reunions in which they prefigured the 

political summit. The fact that professor Iordan Barbulescu from the National University of Political and 

Administrative Studies has participated at some of the preparatory meetings of the academic environment, 

brought him not only the vice-president position of the academic summit EU-Latin America, but also the 

opportunity  to organize at Bucharest, during 26-27th of May the “Preparatory reunion of the Second Aca-

demic Summit of EU-Latin America” followed in 2015 by the Academic Summit, held  in Brussels. Given 

the fact that one of the organisers of this summit will be the Romanian Association for International Rela-

tions and European Studies, presided by professor Barbulescu, is a clear example of the potential influence 

the academic diplomacy, when reunited in associative structures with very clear objectives. 

CEPE:  From your point of view which are the opportunities that could be provided for Ro-

mania through the activities of universities at bilateral, European and international level? 

Professor Ioan Horga: The previous example serves very well to underline the opportunities that the active 

participation of universities in international relations could bring for Romania. I would emphasize also            

Nr.20, February 

2014 Guest Interview 
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the fact that Romanian Universities started on a path of diversification of competences, and this fact of-

fers to Romania opportunities to use the activities of universities in the various ways. An example in this 

sense is the University of Oradea, which through the Institute for Euro-regional Studies, has developed 

activities of cross-border cooperation on the relationship with Hungary and Ukraine, activities of regional 

cooperation in the Carpathian area (with Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine, Hungary and Check Republic), and 

all these activities can help our country to be better positioned in bilateral, regional relations, but also in 

the European decision-making on these issues. 

CEPE:  Thank you very much for the openness and for answering to all our questions! 

Phd. Univ. Prof. Ioan Horga is Director of the Institute for Euro-Regional Studies, European Jean Mon-

net European Excellence Centre of the University of Oradea, Vice-President of the Romanian Associa-

tion of International Relations and European Studies, Dean at the Faculty of History, Geography and 

International Relations of the University of Oradea, and PhD Coordinator at Babes Bolyai University. 

He has published an impressive number of books and articles, more than 10 titles as first author and 

more than 30 collective volumes. 

Political corruption in Romania: an everlasting trap towards 

Schengen? 

For every Romanian citizen connected to the 

media channels, it is obvious that the authori-

ties are having a hard time fighting against cor-

ruption. Applying the law looks like a never 

ending process, few results are being achieved 

and in spite of all efforts, as the EU commis-

sion spokesman, Mark Gray   mentioned, few 

investigations turn into successful prosecu-

tions and the corrupt politicians are not put 

behind bars [1].  

Since 2007, when Romania became a member of the European Union, one of the most 

important objectives on matters of foreign policy has been represented by the adhe-

sion to the Schengen area. However, just like in the worst case scenario, for seven 

years now, Romania did not manage to eradicate corruption thoroughly and did not 

convince the European Union that it can be a trustworthy member of this agreement. 

Even if it seems that the Romanian authorities and institutions make efforts to fulfill 

the requests of the EU, at a more practical level, no consistent progress has been 

achieved. Is there a lack of expertise and instruments or are we rather talking about 

a lack of will? The political corruption in Romania is a disturbing daily reality and it 

becomes even more disturbing when standing in our way towards Schengen. After 7 

years, representatives of the European Commission, still think that Romania is not 

ready to be a part of Schengen due to the fact that it avoids applying the law when it 

comes to corrupt politicians. 

Source: www.exclusivenews.ro  
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As not many things have changed from the EU’s 

report in 2012, the European Commission draws 

the attention to the fact that  the judiciary is 

not independent, but rather controlled 

by the political institutions.  

This should not happen in a democracy based on 

the rule of law and especially not in a EU member 

state. When the former Romanian Prime Minis-

ter, Adrian Năstase has been arrested, it looked 

like the responsible institutions finally did their 

job and that this would turn into a precedent. It 

did not. Adrian Năstase got out of jail after eight 

months and has been convicted once again at the 

beginning of this year. It remains to be seen for 

how long he will stay behind bars this time.  

The French ambassador in Romania, Phillipe 

Gustin has an interesting opinion with regard to 

this matter and declared, at the beginning of this 

month, that a certain level of progress has been 

achieved and the political corruption is punished, 

but  what represents a threat is the so-

called “small corruption” . 

The ambassador states the fact that the security 

check at the borders should be rigorously done so 

that the entire security of the Schengen area is not 

harmed [2]. According to Titus Corlățean, the 

Romanian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Schengen 

represents the main objective on the foreign 

affairs agenda of this year and all the necessary 

measures to achieve it would be taken.  

Nobody says anything about how the EU’s re-

quests would be fulfilled or about the strategy to 

be followed. The new established term seems am-

bitious, but not difficult to get at, if taking into 

consideration the statements of Jose Manuel  

Barroso from February 14th. The President of the 

European Commission believes that Romania is 

ready to enter the Schengen area and has fulfilled 

all the criteria. However, he emphasized the fact 

that the decision belongs to the member states 

and the law must be obeyed. He also mentioned 

that there are areas of concern, but firmly believes 

that Romania can be a secure, trustworthy part-

ner [3]. 

It looks like the statements of the EU officials are 

antithetical at this point. It is up to the Romanian 

institutions and authorities to put into practice 

new reforms so that the membership to the 

Schengen area will not be only an ideal, but a   

reality. 

 

Monalisa GIUGLEA 

Ukraine: the winning prize 

Maybe the most surprising thing of 2013          

ending was Ukraine’s refusal to initiate an Asso-

ciation Agreement with the EU in November dur-

ing Vilnius Summit, after    several rounds of ne-

gotiations, after  numerous ups and downs re-

garding their relationship. But the current riots, 

the government’s decision to resign and the frag-

mentation of the opposition make Ukraine un-

able to find the suitable solution for restoring the 

ante Vilnius domestic security level.  

Source: http://kolozsvaros.ro/2013/11/ukrajna-eu-

kudarc-janukovics-siker/ 

http://kolozsvaros.ro/2013/11/ukrajna-eu-kudarc-janukovics-siker/
http://kolozsvaros.ro/2013/11/ukrajna-eu-kudarc-janukovics-siker/
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Since November 2013 Ukraine entered in an un-

precedented volatile situation, in which the au-

thorities confronted themselves with huge mass 

protests. All these civic pro-European actions 

spread with speed to several cities from Ukraine 

like Lviv, Ternopil, Ivano-Frankivsk, Khmelnit-

sky, Chernovtsy and Rivne gaining more visibility 

and legitimacy in the eyes of the international 

community. Additionally, the protestors at-

tempted to take over the local government     

buildings from Zhytomyr, Poltava and Cherkasy 

and took the streets in Uzhhorod and even Do-

netsk, the last one being considered a supporter 

of Yanukovych’s regime.  As expected, all these 

actions were not without response. [4] At the end 

of January this year Ukraine’s Prime Minister, 

Nikolai Azarov, resigned his post hoping that his      

actions will stop the mass protests and will re-

store Yanukovych’s control over the state [5], but 

the situation is far from finding its end as there is 

no single, united response regarding Ukraine’s 

next steps in regional terms at any level. 

Since its independence Ukraine has been in a dif-

ficult position from geopolitical, energetic and 

strategic point of view. With Russia’s en-

deavor to restore its status of great 

power, Kiev tried to develop a win-win 

triangle based on balancing both the 

East and the West. All Russia’s pressures to 

persuade Ukraine to join the Custom Union to-

gether with the EU’s incentives regarding the As-

sociation Agreement and the Deep and Compre-

hensive Free Trade Area made Ukraine more di-

vided and made more difficult any important de-

cision that would have been suitable and efficient 

for the Ukrainian citizens.  

Regardless of the official declarations of Russian 

officials or Europeans, if we look at the streets’ 

level, Max Fisher’s map is the most emblematic 

and easier to explain the domestic situation from 

Ukraine:   

 

 

Ukraine, the winning price 

Max Fisher Map, Washington Post, source: http://

www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/

wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-

understand-ukraines-crisis/ 

As we can notice the country is pretty much di-

vided between the East part that is pro-Russian 

and the Western part that is more pro-European. 

To this layer we add the political level: the current 

president is trying to balance between the re-

gional power of the European continent with a 

fear or an interest in Moscow and the opposition 

that is incapable of having a unitary position and 

solution to the current domestic situation.  

Max Fisher Map, Washington Post, source: http://

www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/

wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-

understand-ukraines-crisis/ 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2014/01/24/this-is-the-one-map-you-need-to-understand-ukraines-crisis/
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At the regional level, for Russia Ukraine is crucial 

for Putin’s regime. According to the Russian new 

concept of foreign policy, which was adopted in 

February 2013, Ukraine is “Russia’s priority 

partner in the context of the post-Soviet 

integration”, fact that automatically will in-

crease even more the pressure that is already put 

on the Ukrainian authorities. [6] Until now, Rus-

sia mainly restricted itself 

At the same time, this state is also strategically 

important for the EU. Zbigniew Brzezinski 

defined Ukraine as being “a geopolitical linchpin,” 

adding that: “the very existence of an inde-

pendent Ukrainian nation encourages 

the transformation of Russia... Ukraine's 

loss of independence would have imme-

diate consequences for Central and East-

ern Europe, turning Poland into a geo-

political linchpin on the eastern border 

of a united Europe.”[7]  

In November for example, if we look through 

purely rationality lens: Ukraine needed several 

billion euros to economically recover. The Euro-

pean Union, due to the democratic exercise and 

the need to always give explanations to their na-

tional electorate was in a difficult position to give 

this sort of money. Additionally, this action would 

have generated some loses in terms of image for 

the entire organization’s capability to negotiate 

and to influence others’ behavior through its nor-

mative power. Thus, it said to would give approxi-

mately 5 billion Euros for Ukraine’s economic 

restart.   At the same time, Russia declared that it 

was ready to give approximately 15 billion Euros 

and renegotiate the gas price. In purely rational 

terms on short terms, the decision of Yanukovych 

is not so surprising. But, if we look on long term, 

Ukraine has much more to win if it continues to 

efficiently balance if it is possible between the two 

or to develop a closer relationship with the EU, 

but without creating a feeling of loss or threat to 

Russia. In order to balance, it has to have a uni-

tary position and to maintain a clear path in 

which it has something valuable for both the EU  

and Russia.  

After the riots erupted the Europeans expressed 

their support for the pro-European civic and de-

clared itself to be ready to give the necessary 

amount of money to Ukraine, while the Russian 

expressed their concerns regarding the EU’s in-

terests to support these riots. On the other hand, 

Europeans accuse Russians for initiating or sup-

porting “the activities of pro-Russian po-

litical forces, especially in the south and 

east of Ukraine”. [8] 

Therefore, the situation presented itself as being 

very intense from few weeks ago, and proved the 

potential to worsen especially after Sochi, when 

Russia was expected to dispose the adoption of 

some  harsher actions that could be met by a lack 

of unitary position of EU member states, facts 

that ultimately affected the Ukrainian citizens. 

Ana-Maria GHIMIȘ 
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Starting with June 2013, the Central African Re-

public (hereinafter referred to as CAR), has made 

the object of a conflict between the Seleka rebels 

(predominantly Muslim), and Christian militias. 

The nature of the conflict is a sectarian one and 

brought the country on the verge of collapse for it 

put almost half of the population in need of assis-

tance, approximately 400,000 of its inhabitants 

out of place and caused spill over in bordering 

Cameroon [9]. Due to the fact that the African 

Union peacekeeping mission did not seem to 

cause improvement in resolving the conflict, the 

EU member states met to discuss sending 

a joint military force to Central African 

Republic on 10th of January this year. 

France, already involved in the disentanglement 

of this conflict with 1,600 troops (due to the fact 

that the African Union was failing to keep the con-

flict from further escalate), has submitted to the 

EU member states the proposal to create a com-

mon found through which EU could finance uni-

lateral operations, which would not be in EU’s 

interests as it would cause a stronger division be-

tween the member states. As expected by                 

observers of the European affairs, the initiative 

has faced strong opposition from behalf of Angela 

Merkel and UK’s prime-minister, David Cameron, 

who denied it due to fear of thriving individual 

interests within the Union. The nature of these 

individual interests finds origins in France’s his-

tory of colonization of CAR. Regardless of the dis-

agreements the issue caused between the member 

states, they did agree to assist France by engaging 

up to 1,000 troops in a military operation in CAR 

(EUFOR troops, which are also common troops 

but allow the member states to choose whether or 

not they want to join the effort). The UN Secu-

rity Council has not only voted to author-

ize the peacekeeping operation at the end 

of January, but also the use of force in the 

advent of increasing cycle of violence and 

retaliation [10]. The rapid response of 

the Security Council reveals that all 5 per-

manent members are interested in ending 

the conflict, as opposed to other cases 

when the decision making process has 

been weighty. Given the fact that the decision 

to assist France in its mission has only been taken 

on the 20th of January 2014, numerous aspects 

regarding the mission are still to be revealed, as it 

is the case with the exact number of countries that 

will contribute to the mission. During the second 

round of EU discussions, in January 20th, the 

Swedish Foreign Minister, Carl Bildt, has men-

tioned the EU’s so called Battle groups (BG). More 

Europe is debatably safer than it ever has 
been. However, the issue of defense seems to 
echo more lately than any other subject in the 
EU polemics. The recent developments in EU’s 
foreign policy reveal that a coherent security 
identity is hampered by a number of factors. 
There are no better cases in illustrating the 
bothersome situation when security is con-
cerned within EU than the Central African Re-
public peacekeeping operation and the Mu-
nich Security Conference from January 31st 
when a number of declarations revealed a 
change in the direction EU is going.  

EU’s security identity under construction 

Source: http://africatv1.com/Dawala/eu-weighs-

sending-military-force-to-car/  

http://africatv1.com/Dawala/eu-weighs-sending-military-force-to-car/
http://africatv1.com/Dawala/eu-weighs-sending-military-force-to-car/
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specifically, he was stating that sending EUFOR 

troops to CAR would mean the end of the BG’s. 

The concept can be traced back in 1999 at the 

European Council Summit held in Helsinki, but it 

has come to fruition only in 2004. The minimum 

military effective, credible, rapidly deployable, 

coherent force package capable of standalone 

operations, or for the initial phase of larger op-

erations is the definition of the BGs according to 

Gustav Lindstrom [11]. The difference between 

the EUFOR troops and the BGs stands in the fact 

that the former is not a permanently established 

one, but created whenever in need, whereas BGs 

are permanent military establishments. Their use 

has always been blocked by several countries de-

spite numerous attempts to employ them which 

raised suspicion regarding their utility. The rele-

vance of this distinction stands precisely in the 

reason why the EU is reluctant to use the forces 

that stand ready. What one can learn from the 

presented case, is that the idea of a standing army 

(with which the BGs have been associated with) 

[12], is one of the first inhibiting factors for the 

EU’s harmonization of voices when it comes to 

security issues. I see this factor as having two 

roots: one based on the issue of sovereignty which 

is the factor driving the right oriented countries 

(such as UK) further away from the idea of having 

a deep-rooted security dimension.  

The second has its roots in the fear that the idea of 

getting involved in out-of-area operations could 

alter EU’s image of a normative actor, based on a 

strong set of values as it would raise legitimacy 

issues on the international scene. In addition, 

EU’s greatest asset is the way it masters soft 

power as means to attract. A deeper military di-

mension within EU, may be perceived as harmful 

to it by both international community (whose ac-

tors might feel threatened by such an action) and 

the member states (as it would, as mentioned 

above, deepen the divisions) .  Discussions about 

EU’s increase in defense spending seem to domi-

nate Euro-Atlantic discussions. In the advent of 

America’s change of strategy towards one of off-

shore balancing which essentially entails that US 

should rely as much as possible on regional allies 

[13] (thus moving from unilateralism in foreign 

policy to multilateralism), US is encouraging EU 

to gain coherence in its security strategy in order 

to share its burden. Even though it still contrib-

utes with 75 percent to the NATO budget, one can 

say without the risk of making a mistake that 

America just cannot afford any longer to play the 

role of the sole global policeman. Having US 

attention concentrated in the Pacific, EU 

finds itself in the situation of having to 

engage more in sustaining or creating a 

secure international environment. This 

situation leads me to the next illustration: the Mu-

nich Security Conference.  At the Munich Security 

Conference which took place from January 31st to 

February 2nd this year, US Secretary John Kerry 

has called in front of his European audience for a 

Trans-Atlantic renaissance. He invited EU to ac-

company US in providing security to the world, 

whether it is Afghanistan, Ukraine, CAR or Levant 

[14]. I am tempted to see this message as a call for 

security building and a message that lack of cohe-

sion in the decision making when security issues 

are concerned ought to be dealt with.  One might 

ask why would US submit such messages since it 

is a key player inside NATO and how would a se-

curity dimension of EU affect NATO. One expla-

nation would be the easement of NATO’s financial 

burden (thus the one of US), which could eventu-

ally leap NATO back to its original purpose 

(collective defense) and leave the rest 

(peacekeeping) to EU.  An interesting shift that 

the change in US strategy might bring to the Trans

-Atlantic relations revolves around the cleavage 

between Euro-centrics and Atlanticists within 

NATO. If the central focus of their debate relied 

upon is the degree to which US is using NATO as 

an instrument for the accomplishment for its own 

policy, or in milder words, upon how much influ-

ence has US in altering the NATO’s direction, then 

this is about to change given America’s slight dis-

engagement from Europe. Inherently, this means 

that the European countries are invited (and 

forced to some extent) to increase their economic 

effort for security building.  
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This new developments have, I stress it, made EU 

face a need of having to choose what strategy to 

adopt. Accordingly, the member states are trying 

to find their individual place within this new se-

curity dimension. Germany’s defense minister, 

Ursula von der Leyen, declared that Germany 

should seek to change its course in for-

eign policy, take a more active role in 

military intervention and be more en-

gaged in security providing. She also 

brought into discussion the CAR mission and 

mentioned that Germany should also contribute 

with troops, not only logistics as Angela Merkel 

though fit [15]. But the message that weighs most 

was one in which the minister was calling for the 

building a European army. The Munich Security 

Conference showed President Joachim Gauck of 

Germany reiterating the same message about en-

gaging more in military affairs [16].  It is fairly 

visible that Germany is in search for a 

new place in EU, on not estranged from 

military leadership. How this could affect 

both the establishment of a security identity and 

internal dynamics is to be revealed. However, 

Germany’s claim of leadership can end up with 

several countries uniting to deter it from achiev-

ing it. The UK prime-minister David Cameron 

and president Francois Hollande met in the same 

range of time to discuss military cooperation and 

the subjects of discussions became “nuclear” [17]. 

It is tempting to conclude that the issue of secu-

rity is likely to significantly shift the relations be-

tween the member states in not a very lucrative 

direction if we are to look at the situation from a 

realist point of view. Balance of power struggles 

between member states can only harm the cohe-

sion of the Union. And if we are to search for pat-

terns, every time Germany has claimed a leading 

military role in Europe it was challenged in no 

peaceful way. The international setting (such as 

the shift in America’s foreign policy) and internal 

dynamics require EU to take a firmer stand in 

creating a coherent security identity, for at the 

time being it is fairly chaotic.  However, the way 

EU’s security identity under construction 

in which Germany has handled the situation is 

not, in my opinion, serving its best interests nor 

the Unions’ as it further deepens cleavages and by 

no means enhancing cooperation ( may increase 

unilateral cooperation between France and UK 

with the purpose of deterring Germany though). 

Regardless, Chancellor Merkel keeps opposing to 

send troops in CAR and does not show signs of 

agreeing with the idea of Germany having a mili-

tary leadership in EU, perhaps due to the amount 

of pressure that the military spending would pose 

on its economy. Even if the actual military leader-

ship of Germany would take time to come to frui-

tion, the declarations of Germany’s president and 

defense minister are not to remain without conse-

quences.  

 

Petronela CHIRVASE 
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European Union still confused about Russia's Customs Union? 

Russia cares a lot for removing any boundaries that can stay in the way of a 

free trade zone between the Eurasian Economic Community and the European Union. 

This desire has been shaking the desk of all media since the beginning of this year. 

During a press-conference of Russia-EU summit, taking place in January 28th in 

Brussels, the President of the Russian Federation announced the following: “As a 

concrete idea, we told EU leadership to take into consideration the possibility of 

shaping a free trade area between EU and Eurasian Union – created by Russia to-

gether with Belarus and Kazakhstan. […]It is important to leave untilled the appro-

priate expert dialogue so that the reaction can be in advance familiar to us.”[18] 

While claiming for the involvement of Russia's western neighbor, Vladimir Putin 

considers that by earning European Union’s approval for free trade zone, he may 

succeed in drawing in Ukraine, maybe Republic of Moldavia and other EU eager 

states. Reactions did come along and they precisely confirm Russia’s game in this 

European Union still confused about Russia's Customs Union? 

It is quite clear that Putin is using its brainchild 

tool to captivate European Union and to give a 

wide reply to the Eastern Partnership break-

through in the so called near abroad. Customs 

Union can be proud at the moment with three 

countries already members –Belarus, Kazakhstan 

and Russia, and other ones    eager to join – Kyr-

gyzstan, Moldova, Syria, Vietnam, New Zealand 

and Armenia.  Nevertheless, Putin accelerated the 

process trying to congregate the former Soviet 

Republics under the umbrella of the Eurasian Un-

ion. Looking forward to launching Eurasian Un-

ion January 1st 2015, Kremlin’s  leader put  this   

advanced form of economic integration on the 

international table in order to gain as much com-

mitment to its implementation in various states, 

such as the outer area of post-Soviet states, such 

as Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, Bulgaria,  

Van Rompuy, Putin and Barroso 

Sursa: http://www.eunews.it/tag/van-rompuy 
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Mongolia, Cuba and Venezuela. 

“It may seem like a dream, but 

sometimes dreams come true…” 

The EU-Russia summit held at the end of January 

had also Europe’s opinion regarding the Russia’s 

desire to remove any border of free trade with EU. 

As a response to Putin’s welcoming declaration, 

Jose Manuel Barroso - current President of the 

European Commission, stated that one of the di-

rections necessary for strengthening mutual con-

fidence is essential cooperation, unifying goals, 

including the creation of a common economic 

space from Lisbon to Vladivostok: “It may seem 

like a dream, but sometimes dreams come true. 

To achieve this, you need to be guided by princi-

ples such as respect for sovereign decisions, the 

principles of democracy and those of the free 

trade. It requires gradual movement. And, ac-

cordingly, for the implementation of these strate-

gic objectives there is the Eastern Partnership”. 

Furthermore, Barroso pointed out that this East-

ern Partnership is not aimed against anyone at 

all: “The partnership follows positive and con-

crete goals, so that countries, our neighbors, 

should become more prospe rous and their citi-

zens to live better.  So this can only be in the 

benefit of our other partners, and certainly cannot 

hurt Russia.”[19] 

Armenia published a roadmap for 

accession to the Customs Union 

At the onset of 2014, impatient Yerevan had al-

ready given promises that it will complete all pro-

cedures to join the Russian-led Union. Armenian 

President Serzh Sargsyan declared in positive 

terms the following: "I'm sure that this year we 

will become a full-fledged member of the Customs 

Union. Armenia will create a new environment, in 

which it will be better protected and more com-

petitive.”[20] Later on, at the beginning of this 

month, Armenia published a roadmap for acces-

sion to the Customs Union, expressing 150 dis-

tinct conditions that must be satisfied before Yer-

evan becomes a member of the Union.[21] Need-

less to point out that both Moscow and Yerevan 

share common interests as Russia enjoys its 

status as the biggest trading partner and foreign 

investor in landlocked Armenia, which shares a 

border with Iran and Turkey. Regarding Europe, 

Armenian Deputy Minister of Economy - Garegin 

Melkonyan, said at the end of January that “at 

this moment no negotiations with the European 

Union are underway, concerning the founding of 

a trading and economical policy.”[212 

Nowadays, enjoying a visible success from Kyr-

gyzstan in particular, Eurasian Union is believed 

to “bring together nations that are historically or 

culturally close to Russia and that are loyal to 

Russia's interests.” [23]  

Kyrgyzstan's dilemma over Rus-

sian-led customs union 

Nowadays, enjoying a visible success from Kyr-

gyzstan in particular, Eurasian Union is believed 

to “bring together nations that are historically or 

culturally close to Russia and that are loyal to 

Russia's interests.” [24]  

Aiming for the removal of technical barriers and 

in terms of national interest, some experts from 

the European Bank for Reconstruction and De-

velopment do not see the benefits of Kyrgyzstan 

by joining the Customs Union, although such a 

move carries risks: “While joining the Customs 

Union, Kyrgyzstan will have less customs barrier 

within the country-members, but other tangible 

benefits we do not see.” [25] Having Dordoi Ba-

zaar as the biggest wholesale market in the whole 

of Central Asia, the market prospers thanks to 

low customs tariffs with China and to a quarter of 

all Kyrgyzstan's imports that come from China. 

The first thing that will happen as soon as this 

country joins Customs Union is the fact that 

cheap Chinese goods will be in danger, as all tar-

iffs with non-member states, including Beijing, 

will have to go up. [26] Besides that, Kyrgyzstan 

will have to open new laboratories and all goods 

will have to undergo a number of tests to meet 

the standards of the union, another fact that will 

cost Kyrgyz state much more than they could 

have imagined. 

A TV interview statement deli vered by the Rus-
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sian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, said in De-

cember 2013 the following: “Talks on creation of a 

free trade zone between the Customs Union and 

Vietnam are already started… at around the same 

time as Vietnam, talks are underway on creation 

of a free trade zone between the Customs Union 

and New Zealand, and also between the    Union 

and the European Free Trade Association that 

includes those western European nations, in par-

ticular Switzerland and Norway, that are not EU 

members.”[27] 

Few days before the Russia-EU summit, the Rus-

sian Presidential Aide Yury Ushakov declared at a 

briefing in Moscow that "we believe there is a 

great need for a frank, substantial conversation, 

including on the joint vision of Russia-EU rela-

tions. We are convinced that our cooperation 

potential is far from being fully used, there are 

significant reserves. […]But regrettably, so far we 

have failed to achieve any progress in the form-

ing of the four common spaces of cooperation: 

economic, freedom and security, external secu-

rity, and science and education, very little pro-

gress in this area.[…]We should frankly and sub-

stantively discuss this massive, long-term task, 

the matching of two integration processes, the 

European and Eurasian ones.”[28] 

In conclusion, we can state that the Customs Un-

ion will bring some benefits to its members, but 

with serious economic and political cost in the 

long term and with the intention to preserve Rus-

sian national interests in the long term, make 

Union’s members dependent on Russia in terms 

of economy and politics. 

Roxana Ioana NEGOI 

 

Turkish diaspora – an ace up Erdoğan’s sleeve? 

Turkish diaspora – an ace up Erdoğan’s sleeve? 

On the forth of February the prime minister of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, visited 
the country with one of the largest Turkish diaspora in Europe. Although discussing 
matters regarding the accession of Turkey into the European Union were on the 
agenda, many observers think that this trip is meant to have an immediate electoral 
effect ahead of the Turkish presidential elections. 

In the winter of 2008, over 20.000 people gath-
ered in the city of Cologne to hear the same prime 
minister deliver his speech. As a comparison 
made back then by Spiegel Online proved, not 
many other officials received that much public 
attention, even though their monologues followed 
important historical events.  Only the former 
American president, John F. Kennedy spoke in 
the presence of over half a million people in 1961 
shortly after the wall of Berlin went up [28]. Some 
kind of historical significance can also be attri- 
buted to the 2008 speech of the Turkish prime 
minister as this was the first gathering of Turks 

held by a Turkish head of state in Germany. Yet, 
this event did not take place in an unusual loca-
tion as one would assume. Based on European 
studies, Germany has the largest Turkish com-
munity which makes up to 5% [29] of the total 
population in this country.  Being practically 
invited to Germany during the 1960s when the 
country suffered an acute work force shortage, 
the German government did not take into con-
sideration the fact that these people will remain 
in the country for generations.  As a result, the 
guest workers, as they were regarded at that 
time, formed their own communities that were  
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quite skeptical to indigenous contact. For example, 

to this day, many citizens of Turkish descent still 

struggle with the German language and, therefore, 

they are finding it difficult to finish school. On the 

other hand, the more liberal German lifestyle is 

drawback in the dialog of the two cultures. Also 

matters of safety came to light in the last years, as 

many far-right groups deliberately attacked houses 

where Turks lived.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Under these circumstances, the message that Er-

doğan’s 2008 speech delivered to all Turks living 

in Germany didn’t take anyone by surprise, but it 

triggered a heated discussion about immigration. 

Knowing that the majority of the Turkish inhabi-

tants fear the loss of their identity through German 

assimilation, Erdoğan assured everyone that the 

contact with the locals is an option and the every 

person of Turkish origin had the right to decline it 

[30]. Erdoğan even compared the assimilation 

with "a crime against humanity" [31].  Following 

this speech neither the German media, nor Ger-

many’s official responded well to Erdogan’s state-

ment. The chancellor, Angela Merkel, had been 

previously confronted with another proposition 

from the prime minister of Turkey, who requested 

that Germany start founding Turkish schools. The 

already troubled diplomatic relationship between 

these two countries worsened in the aftermath of 

these events and the outcome was consistent with 

a more determined Germany in the matter of 

Turkey's accession into the European Union. 

Almost six years later, in 2014,  

Turkey is still a candidate-country await-

ing approval to become a full member of 

the European Union. The ongoing negotia-

tions with the European officials resulted in a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

bilateral meeting between the German           

chancellor, Angela Merkel, and the prime minis-

ter of Turkey, on Tuesday, the forth of February,    

meeting that took place in Berlin. Both the Ger-

man and the Turkish media that covered this 

subject stated that the main reason of Erdoğan's 

visit to Germany was to lobby for Merkel's sup-

port concerning the country’s candidature for EU 

membership. During the meeting, however, the 

Turkish prime minister reassured Merkel that 

Turkey It is not a secret that UETD was, over the 

years, responsible for organizing all public ap-

pearances of the Turkish prime minister in Ger-

many. Since its founding, UETD has had only 

one subsidiary that was in Cologne. . But as Er-

doğan’s opponents began to increase inside the 

Gülen movement, so did the branches of UETD 

in Germany. Furthermore, some observers state 

that many German citizens of Turkish descent do 

not have access to information about what is 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan greets the audience in Berlin, Source: Wall Street 
Journal  - Source: http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/
SB10001424052702304626804579362562423638286; 
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happening in their country and that many of them 
inform themselves on that matter through materi-
als distributed by the UETD. Hence, one might say 
that UETD is the Erdoğan’s advantage in the fol-
lowing electoral confrontation. Nevertheless, how 
this will impact the vote exactly is yet to be de-
cided. 
On this matter, German officials have always been 
cautious, especially when Turkey ranges between 
Berlin’s most important trade partners. But on 
European level, Germany reiterated with this occa-
sion its traditional point of view regarding Turkey’s 
accession into to the European Union. In fact, the 
last year in particular has harmed the image of the 
administration in Ankara, although the country’s 
economic growth in the last ten years acted as a 
counterpart. 
The similar effect can also be experienced in Ro-
mania. Although the media criticized the way Er-
doğan has acted under internal pressure – some 
newspapers even named similarities between Ro-

mania and Turkey on that matter [35] – our 
country’s officials reassured the Turkish 
prime minister of Romanian support in 
Turkish EU bid [36]. 
Finally, while the recent political turbulences in 
Turkey might not directly affect Romania, its ac-
cession into the European Union would do so. 
The trade volume between these two countries is 
set to exceed 10 billion US Dollars in the follow-
ing period of time. Furthermore, the Turkish 
prime minister requested in October 2013 upon a 
meeting with the Romanian prime minister that 
our legislation regarding visas for investors be 
more permissive. Therefore, if Turkey becomes a 
full member of the European Union, Romania 
would benefit more from the economic relation-
ship with Turkey. 
 

Alexandra IANCU 

Protests in Spain against abortion proposal 

When it comes to abortion, two perspectives raise: those that support women’s right 

to abortion and those that deny it. The group that is against abortion is often times 

called "Pro-life," whereas those who believe that a woman is entitled to an abortion 

according to her own will are "Pro-choice."  There are variations in each group 

depending on how liberal or conservative ones opinions are, some individuals that 

are Pro-life believe that in cases of rape or incest an abortion should be allowed and 

some Pro-choice groups are in favour of waiting periods and other restrictions.   

Abortion is legal in nearly all European countries 

during the first trimester, but when it comes to 

later-term abortions European laws are not as lib-

eral. If during the first trimester of pregnancy 

abortion is allowed, after this period abortion can 

be pursued only if the woman’s life is endangered 

or there is a serious fetal physical or mental im-

pairment.[37] 

In Denmark abortion is allowed after the first 

trimester based on a variety of reasons, but women 

need authorization to be able to do this. Malta 

is the only European country that bans 

abortion in all cases and does not provide  

exceptions for when the woman’s life is 

endangered by the pregnancy. Apart from 

Poland, former communist countries, Roma-

nia included, have liberal abortion laws. In Po-

land it’s difficult to have a legal abortion, which 

can be made only if the life or health of woman is 

endangered, when the pregnancy resulted from a 

criminal act or when the fetus is malformed. [38] 

In Germany, women seeking first-trimester 

abortions are subject to a mandatory three-day 

waiting period and a counselling session. Abor-

tions after the first 12 weeks of pregnancy are 

forbidden except in cases of grave threat to the  

http://www.aicgs.org/issue/the-legal-framework-of-abortions-in-germany/
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to the mother's physical or mental health. The 

Netherlands mandates a five-day waiting period 

between initial consultation and abortion; clinics 

must provide women with information about abor-

tion alternatives. [39]Abortion is then legal until 

viability (legally defined as 24 weeks, usually inter-

preted as 22 weeks). In Belgium, where abortion 

was illegal until 1990, there's a six-day waiting pe-

riod and the woman must claim to be in "a state of 

distress" before receiving a first-trimester abor-

tion.[40] In Finland abortion is available up to 12 

weeks of pregnancy, unless the woman is under 17 

years old, in which case she may have an abortion 

until she's 20 weeks pregnant. However, women 

must provide a "social reason" for ending the preg-

nancy, such as poverty, extreme distress, or al-

ready having at least four children.[41] 

In Romania, abortion is permitted during the 

first 14 weeks of pregnancy on request, and beyond 

14 weeks of pregnancy if there is a risk to life of 

woman. From 1967 to 1990 abortion was severely 

restricted, in an effort of the Communist leader-

ship to increase the fertility rate of the country. 

Initially, [42][this natality policy was completed 

with mandatory gynaecological revisions and    

penalties for single women over 25 and married 

couples without children, but starting in 1977, all 

"childless persons", regardless of sex or marital 

status, were fined monthly "contributions" from 

their wages, whose size depended on the sector in 

which the person worked.[43] 

In Spain, the newly abortion law has raised 

many questions and determined one of the big-

gest demonstrations against the proposals. In 

December last year the Spanish government has 

backed a proposal for a tougher abortion law.  

The proposition aims to end deliberate early ter-

mination of pregnancies and allow them only in 

cases of rapes or when mother’s life is endan-

gered. The proposal is most likely to be passed 

into law as the governing Popular Party has a 

strong majority in Congress. Spain’s Justice Min-

ister Alberto Ruiz-Gallardon stated that the life 

of the unborn baby should not depend exclu-

sively on the decision of the mother. [44] 

With 80% of Spanish people opposing the new 

law [45] reactions to this proposal came       im-

mediately, by the opposition Socialist Party who 

claimed that these measures would only increase 

the rate of illegal abortions but also of pro-choice  

Source: Andrea Comas, Reuters 

http://www.minbuza.nl/binaries/content/assets/minbuza/en/import/en/you_and_the_netherlands/about_the_netherlands/ethical_issues/qa-abortus-en-2011.pdf
http://www.minbuza.nl/binaries/content/assets/minbuza/en/import/en/you_and_the_netherlands/about_the_netherlands/ethical_issues/qa-abortus-en-2011.pdf
http://www.abortus.be/_en/faq/faq3.php
http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/population/abortion/Finland.abo.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fertility_rate
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and feminist groups.  

Starting with early February, thousands of Spanish 

people have demonstrated in Madrid against the 

law that plans to restrict the right to abortion. At 

the present moment, Spain, as the great majority 

of European countries allow abortion within the 

first 12 weeks of pregnancy. Protesters have 

claimed the resignation of Justice Minister Alberto 

Ruiz-Gallardon, who drafted the law.[46] 

The law would be among the most restrictive abor-

tion laws in Europe and would reverse a four-

year-old law, enacted by the previous socialist 

government, that permits women free access to 

abortion up to the 14th week of pregnancy. 

The protests that have begun in Spain show a 

revived civil society, willing to fight for its rights 

and ready to embrace a new level of political and 

social representation that wasn’t at stake before.  

Ana Maria DUCUTA 

Trends and dimensions of the emerging world 

The launching of prof. Paul Dogrescu’s book, “Un deceniu cât un secol. Secolul lumii 

emergente”(trad. “A Decade as big as a Century. The Century of the Emerging 

world.”) has occasioned a very interesting event at the Strategic Studies Center - 

Titulescu House, to which two members of Center for European Policy Evaluation 

have had the pleasure to participate.  

The event, taking place on January 30th this year, 

gathered personalities such as prof. George Potra, 

prof. Teodor Melescanu, prof. Constantin Vlad, 

prof. Ilie Serbamescu, prof. Sergiu Tamas and prof. 

Mihail Ionescu. Each of the guests has animated 

the public interest by assessing Dobrescu’s book 

and offering a personal perspective on current in-

ternational issues.  The debate was moderated by 

Adrian Marius Dobre, the Secretary General of the 

strategic Studies Center. His formation as a politi-

cal analyst enabled him to introduce the attendees 

into engaging discussions and lead the audience 

into a wide range of issues revolved around sub-

jects such as European crisis, errors of judgment 

leading to the crisis, development regions and the 

shortages of the neo-liberal doctrine when expla-

nations of the international dynamics are con-

cerned. These subjects made the object of Paul Do-

brescu’s research. Paul Dobrescu, President of the 

National Council of Ethics and PhD coordinator at 

the National School of Political and Administrative 

Studies was invited to begin by introducing his au-

dience into the secrets of his book. “The Rise and 

Fall of the Great Powers” by Paul Kennedy was an 

eye catcher for Dobrescu. The central idea of 

Kennedy’s book is paramount to mister Do-

brescu’s research thesis: the effects of the demo-

graphic characteristics of a country on its eco-

nomic development.  The surprising contribution 

of the so-called emerging world to the world GDP 

(50 percent) would come to be essential to Do-

brescu’s work.  

What these countries have in common is 

something EU lacks considerably: 

demographic growth.  

Chancellor Angela Merkel never lets herself for-

get about this shortage, Dobrescu delightfully 

added,  by always carrying in her purse three 

numbers: 6, 25, 50, in which 6 represents the 

percentage of EU’s contribution to the world’s 

population, 25 is the percentage of the contribu-

tion to the world’s GDP and 60 is the percentage 

of well fare spending. In such an arrangement, 

what is Europe’s place in the international envi-

ronment? Professor Meleșcanu, former minister 

of external affairs was bringing a new component 

to the discussions: globalization.  

http://imagenes.publico.es/resources/archivos/2011/12/13/1323778523986Datos%20completos%20del%20informe%20de%20Sanidad.pdf
http://imagenes.publico.es/resources/archivos/2011/12/13/1323778523986Datos%20completos%20del%20informe%20de%20Sanidad.pdf
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Its contribution to the economic development has 
been essential, but it has also been responsible for 
the formation of a center-periphery arrangement 
of the world, argued prof. Meleșcanu. One country 
adapting itself to the globalization makes the dif-
ference between economic development and falling 
under its weight, becoming eventually its victim. 
Even though the emerging countries have been 
using it to their interest, prof Meleșcanu finds diffi-
cult to believe in a continuous and rectilinear 
growth because they are prisoners of a global eco-
nomic system.  Professor Constantin Vlad switched 
the angle of discussions towards the rapid growth 
of the emerging countries. According to his saying, 
they have increased their contribution to the 
world’s GDP with 10% in no less than 10 years.  He 
reiterated the fact that the emerging world will find 
it difficult to grow in the same manner but poses 
the cause to the fact that this would entail a great 
amount of energy resources. He further argued 
that the difference between rich people and poor 
people is given by the economic transactions and 
credit lines. He also stated that 20% of the eco-
nomic transactions are represented by speculative 
activities that strangle the real economy. This is 
the reason why today we are in the middle of a for-
tune field with weird and sudden raising wealth. In 
addition to that, the field has to be acknowledged 
by the real economy. For instance, he talked about 
George Soros - “the man who broke the bank of 
England”. When George Soros placed a $10 billion 
speculative bet against the U.K. pound and won, he 
became universally known as "the man who broke 

the Bank of England." Whether you love him or 
hate him, Soros led the charge in one of the most 
fascinating events in currency trading history.  

Trying to question the interest China has, Prof. 
Vlad said also that it is all about its capitalist 
economy - even though Chinese people define it 
as a socialist economy - that has to change in or-
der to came near the new great powers. Ilie Ser-
banescu had also an excelent speech about the 
current crisis that vibrated towards the listeners. 
He based his oppinion on the impairment of the 
real economy – because of all types of funds. For 
instance, if somebody would invest in a certain 
business, and that particular business does not 
work, you as the owner go bankrupt. He gave the 
example of German-Greek couple, who actually 
dance together in private, but not in public. Prof. 
Serbanescu considers Angela Merkel is lying 
whenever she talks about not helping Greece: 
“Well, Greece is actually helping the Germans. 
The German people help the German banks that 
financed Greece, because they knew that if 
Greece goes bankrupt, the Germans will come 
with the bag full of money. This had happened 
for more than 5 years – money goes from troika 
to Greek banks, nobody touches the money and 
in 3 days time, the money comes back to the 
banks.” Regarding the contemporary capitalism, 
Ilie Serbanescu believes that it had to adapt itself 
and it did succeed in defeating communism on 
communist land and social field, reminding 
Merkel’s pattern (6-25-50). Moreover, Prof. Ser-
banescu is absolutely sure that all modern tech-
nologies had democratized and go together with 
the lower labor. He also encourages Prof. Do-
brescu to continue to write about this interna-
tional matter – that is no more of great interest 
for the world of today. A good point noticed in 
the book was the fact  

that there was no Romanian cited in the 
bibliography – a sign that we don’t write 

anymore or that we are not interest in 
the subject of International Relations.       

Ilie Serbanescu does not understand why we 
have to play by the EU song, if EU brought us in 
this missery and in the outskirts. Admiring Do-
brescu’s way of choosing the words and expres-
sions and making the book one of profound ef-
fect, Ilie Serbanescu argued that the positive 
equation presented by the book itself is in fact a 
negative equation: “I do not agree, it is clear that 
there will be a violent confruntation. It’s impossi-
ble to have emergent states and other ones stay-
ing still, it’s ridiculous. There has never been 
such a thing in all history, especially if there are 
profound rollovers at stake. The number of the 
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colonialists have grown fast.” Unlike Great Britain, 
he adds that Soviet Union’s colonialism was unsuc-
cessful, as USSR did try to buy its influence world-
wide, as the today Russia has been an emergent 
state for almost 100 years and it didn’t know and 
still doesn’t know how to exploit Romania. Paul 
Dobrescu stated that it is quite painfull to write 
books for free as few people do read them. Regard-

ing one actor of his book, Prof. Dobrescu says 
that China does have a strategy and a 
strong one, as it enjoys success for more 
than 30 years in 1,5 billion people state. 
Next, he refered to globalization which brings 
equal power to the borders, even if actors are not 
equal. The blame for the nowadays status is held 
by the internal factors – “we are not internally pre-
pared”. At first, pointing towards Romania, he re-
vealed that in 1990 there were no debts, “we were 
prepared for development.[...] Romania had sup-
porting elements, like good markets, but they are 
all gone, and now there are no internal factors for 
future development.” Secondly, pointing towards 
the other actors, he assumed that USA has a major 
problem – the political division, as most of the 
elections conclude with almost equal percentage 
for each candidate. He agreed with Prof. Ser-
banescu regardin the violence of the confruntation! 

He also completed that the Pacific region 
will be the major field for confruntations – 
where the security element is USA. China is 
expected to reach USA in military expenses by 
2025, when the center of attention will grasp the 
Pacific region. Sergiu Tamas made a clear observa-

tion upon two outputs. A positive one due to the 
technological changes and a negative one in 
which US prepares a 24 hour war and we have to 
cope with it. Prof. Tamas invited us to look more 
over our country and stop predicting other coun-
try’s future over 50 years, because all is about a 
game of thrones. In this subject includes all 8 
states from Eastern Europe that emerge step by 

step. Mihail Ionescu reminded us the out-
skirts problem – the fear of not being or 
not becoming a periphery. This is the fear 
Romania has – a recurring theme in Romanian 
literature over 400 years. Sometimes this fear 
pushed Romania towards positive results, but 
sometimes it let the country starve. More than 
that, Romania has to react to external stimulus. 
An important aspect is that China did in a half of 
a century, what Europe did in a hundred years. 
Bringing some facts from history, Prof. Ionescu 
considered that Matei Basarab brought peace 
and consensus – by spreading religious books 
throughout Europe, since the beginning of the 
17th century. In conclusion, all the outputs were 
in a way or another constructive and brought 
more interest among usual readers and                   
researchers, pressing the International subject of 
emerging powers to the limits of curiosity and 
ambition to make predictions of how the world 
will be, even if today we cannot build a secure 
and stable scene for a game of thrones. 

Petronela CHIRVASE and   

Roxana Ioana NEGOI   

January and February Geneva Syrian peace conferences—no peace, 
back to the 6 points peace plan 

After a significant period of time from when US and the Russian Federation agreed 

upon trying to bring the parts to a peace conference as a result to the Syrian 

government use of chemical and biological weapons against its own people, the 

major peace conference was held in Switzerland on 22nd  of January. As many 

analysts expected, the first day consisted in an exchange of accusations from the two 

sides of the conflict: the Syrian opposition and the Syrian government led by Basher 

al-Assad. [47]The conference ended on 31st of February with limited results and with 

plans for a second round to begin on 10th of February. The February peace conference 

ended with a no sign of progress.  We cannot but ask the question: does anyone 

believe that  the resolution of th e Syrian civil war  was to be found at this peace 

conferences? A diplomatic solution is always preferable to a military one, but as the 

long endurance of the Assad regime pointed out so far, there will be needed a lot of 

press conferences until a solution will be found and a more categoric position from 

the UNSC member countries towards peace-making.  
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The most important result of the Geneva Syria 

Peace conference was the fact that after years since 

the outbreak of the civil war there have been direct 

talks between delegates from the opposition Syrian 

Coalition and the Syrian government. Although it 

is debatable how constructive were these talks and 

if their value remains just in the gathering of both 

parties at a negotiation table or in also the infor-

mation shared.  The Mediator of these conferences 

was Lakhdar Brahimi that stated from the 

beginning that “We have no illusion that it 

is going to be easy, but we are going to try 

very hard”. [48] At the beginning of the talks, 

the head of the Syrian delegation, foreign minister 

Walid al-Moallem, tried to steer away the focus 

from the transitional governing body to a discus-

sion of countering terrorism, fact that was not un-

predictable given the political discourse with which 

Assad tries to legitimize his actions as being 

“against terrorist forces mainly”.  

An important point of discussion was the 6 points 

plan (the Geneva Communique), that was issued in 

June 2012 and which CEPE described in detail in a 

past issue, and which up until this moment did not 

lead to any peace in Syria[49]. Interestingly, 

enough that this peace plan became the road map 

for the transition in Syria, although it did not bring 

peace in the country for more than a year and a 

half.  

It took almost a year and a half just to make the 

parts of the conflict participate at a peace confe-

rence and start a sort of negotiation. Bahrimi iden-

tified a common ground for both parts in the Ge-

neva Communique, stating that both parts are 

committed to discuss the full implementation of 

this Communique to achieve a political solution in 

Syria.[50] But Assad,  agreed with this plan even 

one year and a half ago, so this cannot be regarded 

as a breakthrough point of the conference. The 

main issue with the transition rests in the fact that 

for the opposition Assad must be excluded from 

the transition process, while on the contrary, the 

government’s leader might not see it in the same 

way.  

We cannot ignore the fact that Iran, an impor-

tant actor in the region and partner of 

Syria, was excluded from the meeting, 

fact that was of course brought into discussion by 

the Syrian delegation. Given this aspect, was this 

exclusion an attempt to minimize Iran’s role in 

the region, and especially in this crisis, or a pun-

ishment for its nuclear program, or a failed at-

tempt to avoid inflammatory rhetoric from the 

Iranian side. Could it be considered a good strat-

egy to take from the negotiation table maybe one 

of the most important ally of Assad, a country 

that the international community should try to 

gain trust? 

It was announced the intention of having a third 

peace conference, but ironically one cannot but 

wonder if we will witness another year of the Syr-

ian civil war, on a background of plenty of peace 

conferences to come. Without co-opting a clear 

commitment from Russia to solve this crisis and 

to retrieve for good the support for Assad’s re-

gime or without a firm stance from the Western 

powers Assad will not renounce to power, and 

will make use of these peace conferences to gain 

time. 

Alina MOGOȘ 

 

 

 

 

Syria’s Foreign Minister and head of the Syrian 
government delegation  Walid Al-Moualem. 

http://www.dawn.com/news/1081954/syria-peace-
conference-opens-in-switzerland  
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Interviu cu Prof.Univ. Dr. Ioan Horga privind rolul pe care 
universitățile îl pot juca în relațiile internaționale  

 Fragmente din interviu:  „Pe lângă mobilitățile tradiționale pentru studenți, profesori și 

personalul auxiliary care contribuie la dezvoltarea relațiilor inter-umane, mediul universitar poate 

constitui un vector în spațiul internațional unde există inițiativă în acest sens.” „În anii 2006 și 2007 am 

participat la două conferințe foarte importante în Franța și suedia, unde alături de universitari din 

Europa Centrala și de Est au participat și reprezentanți oficiali ai statelor din regiune care au ținut 

discursuri foare interesante. Din păcate, în ambele cazuri, nu am avut plăcerea să ascult sau să întâlnesc 

și diplomați din România. Trebuie însă să remarc faptul că am experimentat și interferențe plăcute între 

activitățile internaționale ale universității mele și cele ale unor reprezentanți ai României în străinătate, 

în special din Italia și mă refer aici la consuli onorifici din Roma, Milano și Veneția.”  

Prof.Univ.Dr. Ioan Horga este Directorul Institutului pentru Studii Euro-Regionale, Centru de Excelență 

Jean Monnet al Universității din Oradea, Vice-președinte al Asociației Române pentru Relații 

Internaționale și Studii Europene, Decan al Facultății de Istorie, Geografie și Relații Internaționale al 

Universității din Oradea și Coordonator de doctorat la Universitatea Babeș-Bolyai.  

Corupția politică din România: o capcană de durată în cale aderării 
la spațiul Schengen? 

 Încă din 2007, de când România a devenit stat membru al Uniunii Europene, unul dintre cele mai 

importante obiective în materie de politică externă a fost reprezentat de aderarea la spațiul Schengen. Cu 

toate acestea, dacă ne raportăm la cel mai rău scenariu posibil, România nu a reușit timp de șapte ani să 

elimine corupția și nu a convins Uniunea Europeană că poate fi un membru de încredere al acordului. 

Chiar dacă pare ca autoritățile și instituțiile române fac eforturi pentru a îndeplini cerințele Uniunii, la un 

nivel practic, nu s-a realizat un progres notabil. Ne lovim de o lipsă de expertiză și instrumente sau 

discutăm, mai degrabă, de o lipsă de voință? Corupția politicienilor din România este o realitate zilnică 

deranjantă și devine cu atât mai apăsătoare cu cât stă în calea aderării la spațiul Schengen. După 7 ani, 

reprezentanți ai Comisiei Europene încă sunt de părere că România nu este pregătită să facă parte din 

spațiul Schengen pentru că ezită să aplice legea în cazul politicienilor corupți. 

Monalisa Giuglea 

Ucraina: Premiul câștigătorului 

 Probabil cel mai surprinzător eveniment al sfârșitului anului 2013 a fost refuzul Ucrainei de a 

iniția Acordul de Asociere cu UE în noiembrie la sumitul de la Vilnius, după runde intense de negocieri. 

Protestele din prezent, decizia guvernului de a demisiona și fragmentarea opoziției fac Ucraina incapabilă 

să găsească soluția cea mai potrivită pentru a restaura nivelul de securitate internă anterior sumitului de 

la Vilnius.  

Ana-Maria Ghimiș 

Procesul de construcție al unei identități de securitate europeană  

 Este un subiect controversat dacă Europa este sau nu mai sigură ca niciodată, deși se afirmă 

acest lucru adesea. Însă, problema securității europene pare a fi unul dintre subiectele cu cele mai 

puternice ecouri în variile polemici europene. Dezvoltările recente din politica de externe a UE relevă 

faptul că o identitate securitară coerentă este amenințată de o serie de factori.  Un studio de caz foarte bun 

în acest sens este constituit de misiunile de menținere a păcii eale UE în Rebublica Central-Africană. 

Petronela Chirvase 
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 Rusiei se preocupă de înlăturarea oricăror bariere care stau în calea unei zone de liber-schimb în 

cadrul Comunității Economice Euroasiatice și a Uniunii Europene. Această dorință a făcut subiectul mass-

mediei la nivel mondial încă de la începutul acestui an. În timpul conferinței de presă a sumitului Rusia-

UE, care a avut loc pe 28 ianuarie la Bruxelles, Președintele Federației Ruse a anunțat următoarele:„Ca o 

idee concretă, am spus liderilor UE să ia în considerare construirea unei zone de liber schimb între UE și 

Uniunea Euroasiatică – creată de Rusia împreună cu Belarus și Kazakhstan.” 

Roxana Ioana Negoi 

Uniunea Europeană încă nedumerită cu privire al Uniunea Vamală 
a Rusiei?  

 Pe 4 februarie, primul ministru al Turciei, Recep Tayyip Erdogan a vizitat țara cu cea mai mare 

diasporă turcească din Europa. Deși discuții privind aderarea Turciei la UE erau pe agendă, mulți 

observatory cred că această vizită a avut ca țintă electoratul turc din această țară, pe fundalul alegerilor 

prezidențiale din Turcia.  

Alexandra Iancu 

Diaspora turcă – un as în mâneca lui Erdogan? 

 Când vine vorba despre problematica avorturilor se remarcă două perspective: una a celor care 

susțin dreptul femeilor la avort și a celor care neagă acest drept. Primul grup este cunoscut și ca grupul 

„pro-viață”, iar al doilea este grupul celor „pro-alegere”. În fiecare grup există variații a modului în care 

sunt interpretate dreptul de alegere și refuzul dreptuluia de a avorta, precum sunt și variații interesante 

între statele membre ale UE. Pe fundalul propunerii privind avorturile din Spania, dezbaterile privind 

acest subiect au renăscut la nivel European. 

Ana Maria Ducuta. 

Proteste în Spania împotriva propunerii privind avorturile  

 

 După o perioadă semnificativă de timp de la înțelegerea dintre SUA și Federația Rusă de a aduce 

cele două părți implicate în conflictul intern din Siria, ca urmare a utilizării din partea guvernului sirian a 

armelor chimice și biologice împotriva propriilor cetățeni, pe 22 ianuarie a început în Elveția mult dorita 

conferință de pace. Potrivit așteptărilor multor analiști, prima zi a fost marcată de un schimb semnificativ 

de acuzații acide din partea celor două părți implicate în războiul civil: opoziția siriană și guvernul sirian 

condus de Basher al-Assad. Conferința s-a încheiat pe 31 februarie cu rezultate limitate și cu planuri 

pentru o nouă rundă pe 10 februarie 2014, aceasta din urmă închindu-se fără urme de progres. 

Alina Mogoș 

Conferințele de pace pentru Siria de la Geneva din ianuarie și 
februarie – nicio pace. Înapoi la planul de pace în șase puncte.  

Trenduri și dimensiuni ale lumii emergente  

 Lansarea cărții, „Un deceniu cât un secol. Secolul lumii emergente”, a prof.univ.dr Paul Dobrescu 

a fost prilejul unui eveniment interesant găzduit de Centrul de Studii Strategice, Casa N. Titulescu la care 

au participat și doi reprezentanți ai Center for European Policy Evaluation. Între subiectele dezbătute în 

cadrul conferinței, criza europeană și dezvoltările lumii emergente au scos la iveală opinii diferite și 

dezbateri provocatoare între participanții la eveniment, proveniți atât din rândul universitarilor, dar și al 

diplomaților. În acest articol puteți citi câteva dintre cele mai interesante remarce ale participanților la 

eveniment. 

Petronela Chirvase și Roxana Ioana Negoi 
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